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Abstract We consider an online scheduling problem, mo-
tivated by the issues present at the joints of networks us-
ing ATM and TCP/IP. Namely, IP packets have to be broken
down into small ATM cells and sent out before their dead-
lines, but cells corresponding to different packets can be in-
terwoven. More formally, we consider the online scheduling
problem with preemptions, where each job j is revealed at
release time rj , and has processing time pj , deadline dj ,
and weight wj . A preempted job can be resumed at any
time. The goal is to maximize the total weight of all jobs
completed on time. Our main results are as follows. Firstly,
we prove that when the processing times of all jobs are
at most k, the optimum deterministic competitive ratio is
Θ(k/ log k). Secondly, we give a deterministic algorithm
with competitive ratio depending on the ratio between the
smallest and the largest processing time of all jobs. In par-
ticular, it attains competitive ratio 5 in the case when all
jobs have identical processing times, for which we give a
lower bound of 2.598. The latter upper bound also yields an
O(log k)-competitive randomized algorithm for the variant
with processing times bounded by k.
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1 Introduction

Many Internet service providers use an ATM network which
has been designed to send telephone communication and
television broadcasts, as well as usual network data. How-
ever, the Internet happens to use TCP/IP, so at the joints of
these networks IP packets have to be broken down into small
ATM cells and fed into the ATM network. This raises many
interesting questions, as an ATM network works with fixed
sized cells (48 bytes), while an IP network works with vari-
able sized packets. In general, packet sizes are bounded by
the capacity of Ethernet, i.e., 1500 bytes, and in many cases
they actually achieve this maximal length. Ideally, packets
also have deadlines and priorities (weights). The goal is
to maximize the quality of service, i.e., the total weight of
packets that have been entirely sent out on time.

This problem can be formulated as an online schedul-
ing problem on a single machine, where jobs arrive online
at their release times, have some processing times, dead-
lines, and weights, and the objective is to maximize the total
weight of jobs completed on time. Preemption is allowed,
so a job i can be scheduled in several separated time inter-
vals, as long as their lengths add up to pi . Time is divided
into integer time steps, corresponding to the transmission
time of an ATM cell, and all release times, deadlines, and
processing times are assumed to be integer. The algorithm
selects the job to schedule at the very beginning of the step,
and cannot switch to another job until the step is over. This
problem can be denoted as 1|online-ri;pmtn|∑wi(1−Ui),
according to the notation of Chen et al. (1998).
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1.1 Our results

In this paper we consider the case when processing times of
all jobs are bounded by some constant k, and the case when
they (approximately) equal k. Both variants are motivated by
the network application in mind. We study the competitive
ratio as a function of k. Our main results are as follows.

– We provide an optimal deterministic online algorithm for
the bounded processing time case that reaches the ra-
tio O(k/ log k). We also develop an O(logk)-competitive
randomized algorithm (in the oblivious adversary model),
based on our next result and the “classify and randomly
select” paradigm (Awerbuch et al. 1994).

– We give an online deterministic algorithm whose com-
petitive ratio depends on the ratio between the minimum
and maximum processing times of a job. In particular, it
is O(1)-competitive when the latter ratio is constant. For
the special case of identical processing times (ratio 1), the
algorithm is 5-competitive. We also prove a lower bound
of 3

√
3/2 ≈ 2.598 on the competitive ratio of any deter-

ministic algorithm for that special case, slightly improv-
ing a bound of 2.59 due to Chan et al. (2004). In fact,
we give a more involved analysis of their construction,
pinning down the threshold competitive ratio that it can
force.

We also provide several minor results for completeness
of the paper.

– For the bounded processing time case, we show that the
competitive ratio of a well-known SMITH RATIO ALGO-
RITHM is between k and 2k. We also show that asymp-
totically the competitive ratio of any deterministic algo-
rithm is at least k/ ln k, improving the previous bound of
k/(2 ln k) − 1 (Ting 2008) by a factor of 2.

– For bounded processing time with unit weights, the com-
petitive ratio is Ω(log k/ log logk) when time points are
allowed to be rationals (Baruah et al. 1994). We provide
an alternative proof for the more restricted integer variant.

– O(log k)-competitiveness of the SHORTEST REMAINING

PROCESSING TIME FIRST algorithm for the bounded
processing time, unit weight model follows as a byprod-
uct from an involved analysis of Kalyanasundaram and
Pruhs (2003). We provide an alternative concise proof of
its 2Hk-competitiveness and note that this is tight up to a
constant factor.

1.2 Related work

It is known that the general problem without a bound on pro-
cessing times has an unbounded deterministic competitive
ratio, even if all jobs have unit weights (Baruah et al. 1994),
so different directions of research were considered. Two re-
lated approaches are to consider resource augmentation and

randomization. For the former there is an online algorithm
that has constant competitive ratio provided it is allowed a
constant speed-up of its machine compared to the adversary
(Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs 2000). For the latter a con-
stant competitive randomized algorithm is known for the
unit weights of jobs variant (Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs
2003). Finally, a third direction is to consider instances with
restrictions on the processing times.

Bounded processing time, unit weights (∀j pj ≤ k,
wj = 1) The offline problem can be solved in time O(n4)

(Baptiste 1999) even when the processing time is un-
bounded. Baruah et al. (1994) showed that any determin-
istic online algorithm is Ω(logk/ log logk)-competitive in
a model where processing times, release times, and dead-
lines of jobs can be rational. The currently best known
algorithm is SHORTEST REMAINING PROCESSING TIME

FIRST, which is O(log k)-competitive (Kalyanasundaram
and Pruhs 2003). The same paper provides a constant com-
petitive randomized algorithm, however with a large con-
stant.

Bounded processing time, arbitrary weights (∀j pj ≤ k)
For fixed k the offline problem has not been studied to our
knowledge, and when the processing times are unbounded,
the offline problem is N P-hard by a trivial reduction
from the Knapsack Problem. It is known that any deter-
ministic online algorithm for this case has competitive ratio
k/(2 lnk) − 1 (Ting 2008). For the variant with tight jobs
only, i.e., jobs that satisfy dj = rj + pj , Canetti and Irani
(1998) provide an O(logk)-competitive randomized online
algorithm and show a Ω(

√
logk/ log log k) lower bound for

any randomized competitive algorithm against an oblivious
adversary.

Equal processing time, unit weights (∀j pj = k, wj = 1)
The offline problem can be solved in time O(n logn)

(Lawler 1994), and the solution can be turned into a
1-competitive online algorithm, see for example (Vakhania
2008).

Equal processing time, arbitrary weights (∀j pj = k) The
offline problem can be solved in time O(n4) (Baptiste et al.
2004). For k = 1 the problem is well studied, and the deter-
ministic competitive ratio is between 1.618 and 1.83 (Hajek
2001; Englert and Westermann 2007).

Our model is sometimes called the preemptive model
with resume, as opposed to preemptive model with restarts
(Chrobak et al. 2007), in which an interrupted job can only
be processed from the very beginning. Overloaded real-time
systems (Baruah et al. 1994) form another related model, in
which all the job parameters are reals, the time is continu-
ous, and uniform weights are assumed.
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2 Preliminaries

For a job i we denote its release time by ri , its deadline
by di , its processing time by pi and its weight by wi . All
these quantities, except wi , are integers. Let qi(t) be the re-
maining processing time of job i for the algorithm at time t .
When there is no confusion, we simply write qi . We say that
job i is pending for the algorithm at time t if it has not been
completed yet, ri ≤ t , and t + qi(t) ≤ di . We say a job j is
tight at time t if t + qj (t) = dj . For a job j uncompleted by
the algorithm, the critical time of j is the latest time when j

was still pending for the algorithm. In other words, the crit-
ical time s of job j for the algorithm is a moment s such
that if the algorithm does not schedule j at time s, it cannot
finish j any more, i.e., s = max{τ : τ + qj (τ ) = dj }.

As time is divided into steps, every job i naturally con-
sists of pi units. We denote these units by (i, a), for 1 ≤
a ≤ pj , where (i, a) stands for the unit of i whose process-
ing started when there were a units remaining, i.e., when
qi = a. We assume that a unit (i, a) scheduled at time t is
processed during the time interval [t, t + 1), i.e., its process-
ing is finished just before time t +1. For this reason by com-
pletion time of a job i we mean t + 1 rather than t , where t

is the time its last unit was scheduled.
Throughout the paper we analyze many algorithms with

similar charging schemes sharing the following outline: for
every job j completed by the adversary we consider its
pj units. Each unit of job j charges wj/pj to some job
i0 completed by the algorithm. The charging schemes sat-
isfy the property that every job i0 completed by the algo-
rithm receives a total charge of at most Rwi0 , which implies
R-competitiveness of the algorithm.

More precisely we distinguish individual units scheduled
by both the algorithm and the adversary. With every algo-
rithm’s unit (i, a) we associate a capacity π(i, a) that de-
pends on wi and a, whose exact value will be different from
proof to proof. The algorithms, with their capacities, will be
designed in such a way that they satisfy the following prop-
erties, with respect to π .

ρ-monotonicity: If the algorithm schedules (i, a) with a >

1 at t and (i′, a′) at t + 1, then ρπ(i′, a′) ≥ π(i, a),
validity: If a job j is pending for the algorithm at any time
t , then the algorithm schedules a unit (i, a) at t such that
π(i, a) ≥ wj/pj .

Let us remark that our algorithms are ρ-monotone for some
positive ρ < 1. We note the following.

Observation 1 A valid algorithm schedules some job when-
ever there is one pending. If the algorithm is also ρ-monotone
for some positive ρ, it has no idle time between scheduling
the job and completing some, possibly other, job.

Fig. 1 The general charging scheme

We distinguish three types of charges in the charging
scheme; these are depicted in Fig. 1. Let (j, b) be a unit
of job j scheduled by the adversary at time t .

Type 1: If the algorithm already completed j by time t , then
charge wj/pj to j .

Type 2: Otherwise if the algorithm schedules a job unit
(i, a) at time t that has capacity at least wj/pj , then we
charge wj/pj to i0, where i0 is the next job completed by
the algorithm from time t + 1 on.

Type 3: In the remaining case, j is not pending anymore for
the algorithm by its validity. Let s be the critical time of j .
We charge wj/pj to i0, where i0 is the first job completed
by the algorithm from time s + 1 on.

Clearly every job i0 completed by the algorithm can get
at most pi0 charges of type 1 summing up to at most wi0 .
We can bound the other types as well.

Lemma 1 Let 0 < ρ < 1. Then the total type 2 charge a job
i0 completed by a ρ-monotone and valid algorithm receives
is at most π(i0,1)/(1 − ρ).

Proof Let t0 be the completion time of i0, and let s be the
smallest time such that [s, t0) contains no idle time and no
other job completion. Then the unit scheduled at time t0 − i

for 1 ≤ i ≤ t0 − s + 1 has capacity at most π(i0,1)ρi−1,
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by ρ-monotonicity. Type 2 charges to i0 can only originate
from units scheduled by the adversary in [s, t0): those from
steps after t0, if any, are charged to jobs completed by the
algorithm later, and those from steps before s, if any, are
charged to jobs completed by the algorithm before by Ob-
servation 1. Thus the total type 2 charge to i0 is bounded
by

π(i0,1)
(
1 + ρ + ρ2 + ρ3 + · · · ) = π(i0,1)/(1 − ρ). �

Lemma 2 Let J be the set of job units that are type 3
charged to a job i0 completed by a monotone and valid
algorithm. Then for all p there are at most p − 1 units
(j, b) ∈ J s.t. pj ≤ p. In particular, |J | ≤ k −1 if all jobs
have processing time at most k. Moreover, wj/pj ≤ π(i0,1)

holds for each (j, b) ∈ J .

Proof To be more precise we denote the elements of J by
triplets (s, t, j) such that a job unit (j, b) scheduled at time
t by the adversary is type 3 charged to i0 and its critical time
is s. Let t0 ≥ s be the completion time of i0 by the algorithm.
As j was pending at time s, and between s and t0 there is
no idle time, nor any other job completion, by monotonicity
and validity of the algorithm the capacities of all units in
[s, t0) are at least wj/pj . In particular, π(i0,1) ≥ wj/pj .

By definition of type 3 charges, the algorithm schedules
some unit with capacity strictly smaller than wj/pj at t , so
t0 ≤ t .

Since s is the critical time of j , s + qj (s) = dj . How-
ever, since the adversary schedules j at time t we have
t < dj . Thus t − s < qj (s) ≤ pj . Note that all triplets
(s, t, j) ∈ J have distinct times t . Note that there can be at
most c − 1 pairs (s, t) with distinct t that satisfy s ≤ t0 ≤ t

and t − s < c. �

In the following sections, we adapt this charging scheme
to individual algorithms, demonstrating that the class of al-
gorithms that can be analyzed this way is quite rich. How-
ever, while in each case we consider an algorithm that is
monotone and valid with respect to an appropriate capacity
function, and classify charges as described, to obtain good
bounds we often tweak the scheme in some way. Specifi-
cally, on one occasion (Proposition 1) we improve upon the
bound given by Lemma 1 by further analysis, and on an-
other (Theorem 2) we redesign the whole scheme so that
there are no charges of type 3. We also note that even with
the analysis framework fixed and without any tweaks one
still needs to design the algorithm carefully, and then appro-
priately choose the capacity function. In particular, it is pos-
sible to analyze a fixed algorithm using different capacity
functions, and their choice greatly affects the upper bound
on the algorithm’s competitive ratio one obtains.

All our algorithms at every step schedule the job with
maximum capacity, but this is not required for the scheme to

work. For example, some of our preliminary algorithms did
not work this way. Note that our algorithms need to select
jobs only at release times or completion times of some jobs.

3 Bounded processing time, unit weights

In this section we consider instances in which every job has
processing time at most k and unit weight, i.e., wi = 1 for
all jobs i.

3.1 Upper bound

THE SHORTEST REMAINING PROCESSING TIME FIRST

Algorithm is a greedy online algorithm that schedules at ev-
ery step the pending job with the smallest remaining pro-
cessing time.

It was analyzed in Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs (2003),
but we provide a concise proof, for completeness, using our
general charging scheme.

Proposition 1 (Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs 2003) SHORT-
EST REMAINING PROCESSING TIME FIRST is 2Hk-com-
petitive, where Hk denotes the k-th harmonic number, 1 +
1/2 + 1/3 + · · · + 1/k.

Proof We use our general charging scheme. The algorithm
is k−1

k
-monotone and valid w.r.t. π(i, a) = 1/a. Observe that

whenever the algorithm schedules some job i at time t , then
some job will complete in [t + 1, t + k + 1), either i itself or
some job with smaller processing time. In particular if t0 is
the completion time of some job i0 by the algorithm, and s

is the smallest time such that [s, t0) contains no idle time nor
completion, then t0 − s < k and the unit scheduled at time
t0 − i for 1 ≤ i ≤ t0 − s + 1 has capacity at most 1/i. As a
result the total type 2 charge to i0 is at most Hk .

Lemma 2 states that there are at most p−1 type 3 charges
to i0 from jobs units j with pj ≤ p. The worst case is when
there is exactly one job unit j with pj = p charging 1/p

to i0 for every p = 2,3, . . . , k. Therefore the total type 3
charge to i0 is at most Hk − 1.

The total type 1 charge is at most wi0 = 1, so this con-
cludes the proof. �

3.2 Lower bound

We start by proving that the analysis of SHORTEST RE-
MAINING PROCESSING TIME FIRST is tight up to a con-
stant factor.

Proposition 2 The competitive ratio of SHORTEST RE-
MAINING PROCESSING TIME FIRST is at least
	log3(2k + 1)
.
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Fig. 2 The construction of I (� + 1, s)

Proof We define an instance denoted I (�,0) from which the
algorithm can complete at most a single job, and the adver-
sary can complete � jobs. Moreover all jobs have processing
time at most (3� −1)/2. So if we choose � = 	log3(2k+1)
,
the processing time is at most k.

Let � ≥ 1, s be integers. Let f be a function defined as
f (1) = 1 and for � > 1,

f (�) = 3f (� − 1) + 1.

It can be easily verified by induction that

f (�) = (
3� − 1

)
/2.

We construct recursively instances I (�, s) such that in the
instance I (�, s)

1. the adversary can schedule � jobs from this instance,
2. the algorithm can schedule at most one job from this in-

stance,
3. all jobs i from the instance satisfy s ≤ ri < di ≤ s+f (�).

In particular, this implies pi ≤ f (�).

For the base case I (1, s), at time s we release a tight job
of length 1. It satisfies the required properties.

Now we show how to construct I (�+1, s). Let a = f (�).
At time s we release a job A of length 2a + 1 and deadline
s + 3a + 1, as well as a job B of length 2a and tight dead-
line. Note that SHORTEST REMAINING PROCESSING TIME

FIRST will start processing B . At time s + a we release in-
stance I (�, s + a); see Fig. 2.

Let us verify that the construction satisfies the required
properties, by induction on �. We already settled the base
case � = 1, so assume the claim holds for instances I (�, s′)
for all s′ ≥ 0, and we will show it holds for I (� + 1, s) as
well. By construction and induction each job i from instance
I (� + 1, s) is not released before s and its deadline does not
exceed s + 3a + 1 = s + f (� + 1), so the third property is
satisfied.

Until time s + a the algorithm has been processing B

for a steps, which means that at that point both A and B

are tight for it. Therefore the second property holds, as the
algorithm can complete only one job: either A, B , or, by
inductive assumption, at most one job from I (�, s + a).

On the other hand, the adversary is scheduling the job A

from time s to s + a. At that point the adversary stops pro-
cessing A to complete � jobs from I (�, s + a)—this is pos-
sible by inductive assumption. Afterwards the adversary fin-
ishes processing A. Thus the first property holds as well. �

Next we generalize the former construction, proving a
slightly smaller lower bound for every deterministic algo-
rithm. The construction is similar to one known before by
Baruah et al. (1994), but we take care to make all the jobs’
parameters integral.

Proposition 3 Any deterministic online algorithm has ratio
Ω(log k/ log logk).

Proof Fix some deterministic algorithm. We will define an
instance denoted I (�,0,0) from which the algorithm can
complete at most a single job, and the adversary can com-
plete � jobs. Moreover all jobs have processing time at most
(�+ 1)!. So if we choose � = 	lnk/ ln ln k
− 1, the process-
ing time is at most

(� + 1)! =
⌊

lnk

ln lnk

⌋

! ≤
(

ln k

ln lnk

) ln k
ln ln k

= exp

(

(ln lnk − ln ln lnk) · lnk

ln lnk

)

≤ exp(ln k) = k.

Let � ≥ 1, s, e ≥ 0 be integers. Let f be a function de-
fined as f (1, e) = e + 1 and for � > 1,

f (�, e) = max
{
e, f (� − 1,0)

} + f (� − 1,0)

+ f
(
� − 1,max

{
e, f (� − 1,0)

})
. (1)

We construct an instance I (�, s, e) such that

– the adversary can schedule � jobs from this instance,
– the algorithm can schedule at most one job from this in-

stance, and if it does, then it spends more than e units on
jobs from this instance, including uncompleted ones,

– all jobs i from the instance satisfy ri ≥ s and di ≤ s +
f (�, e), and therefore also pi ≤ f (�, e).

The base case is easy, for I (1, s, e) at time s we release a
tight job of length e + 1. It satisfies the required properties.

Now we show how to construct I (� + 1, s, e). Let b =
f (�,0), a = max{e, b} and c = f (�, a). At time s we release
a job A of length a + c and deadline s + a + b + c, as well
as a job B of length a + b and tight deadline. At time s +
a, if the algorithm scheduled only B in [s, s + a), then we
release instance I (�, s + a,0). Otherwise at time s + a + b

we release I (�, s + a + b, a), see Fig. 3.
Let us verify that the construction satisfies the re-

quired properties, by induction on �. We already settled the
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Fig. 3 The construction of I (� + 1, s, e)

base case � = 1, so assume the claim holds for instances
I (�, s′, e′) for all s′, e′ ≥ 0, and we will show it holds for
I (� + 1, s, e) as well. By construction and induction each
job i from instance I (�+1, s, e) is not released before s and
its deadline does not exceed s +a +b+ c = s +f (�+1, e),
so the third property is satisfied.

Case 1 (The algorithm scheduled only B in [s, s + a)) At
this point, if the algorithm completes A or B , then in the in-
terval [s + a, s + a + b) there is not a single idle step left
for another job. Therefore by induction hypothesis the algo-
rithm can only schedule a single job. The algorithm already
spent a units on B , so if it does complete a job, then it spends
more than a ≥ e units on jobs from this instance. By induc-
tion hypothesis, the adversary can schedule � jobs from the
subinstance in the interval [s +a, s +a +b), and schedule A

in the remaining time units [s, s +a)∪[s +a +b, s +a +c).

Case 2 (The opposite case) The algorithm cannot com-
plete B , since the job is tight. If the algorithm completes
some job from I (�, s + a + b, a), then by induction hypoth-
esis, it spends strictly more than a ≥ e units on jobs from the
sub-instance. This does not leave enough space to complete
job A in addition. And if the algorithm completes job A, it
spends a + c > e units on it. The adversary can complete B

plus � jobs from the subinstance.

To complete the proof of the proposition, it remains to
show that all jobs from I (�,0,0) have processing time at
most (� + 1)!. To this end, we prove by induction that

f (�, e) = �max
{
�!, (� − 1)! + e

}
, (2)

which implies that all jobs from I (�,0,0) have processing
time at most � · �! < (� + 1)!. Note that (2) trivially holds
for � = 1. Now assume it holds for � − 1, and in particular
f (� − 1,0) = (� − 1)(� − 1)!. Then

f (�, e) = max
{
e, f (� − 1,0)

} + f (� − 1,0)

+ f
(
� − 1,max

{
e, f (� − 1,0)

})

= max
{
e, (� − 1) · (� − 1)!} + (� − 1) · (� − 1)!

+ (� − 1)max
{
(� − 1)!, (� − 2)!

+ max
{
e, (� − 1) · (� − 1)!}}

= max
{
e, (� − 1) · (� − 1)!} + (� − 1) · (� − 1)!

+ (� − 1) · ((� − 2)!
+ max

{
e, (� − 1) · (� − 1)!})

= � · max
{
e, (� − 1) · (� − 1)!} + �!

= � · max
{
e + (� − 1)!, �!}. (3)

The equality (3) follows from

(� − 1)! < (� − 2)! + max
{
e, (� − 1) · (� − 1)!}. �

4 Bounded processing times, arbitrary weights

4.1 Upper bound

This time we consider instances with arbitrary weights.
A natural algorithm for this model, the SMITH RATIO AL-
GORITHM, schedules the pending job j that maximizes the
Smith ratio wj/pj at every step. A very simple instance
with only two jobs (ra = rb = 0, pa = da = wa = k, pb = 1,
wb = 1 + ε, db = k + 1) shows that its competitive ratio is
no better than k + 1. It turns out that 2k-competitiveness can
be proved just as easily using our charging scheme. We give
the proof for completeness, and then introduce an optimal
algorithm.

Proposition 4 The SMITH RATIO ALGORITHM is 2k-com-
petitive.

Proof We use the general charging scheme. The algorithm
is k−1

k
-monotone and valid w.r.t. π(i, a) = wi/a. Each job

i0 completed by the algorithm receives at most wi0 type 1
charge in total. Lemma 1 implies that each i0 receives at
most kwi0 type 2 charges in total, as for π(i, a) = wi/a

the value of ρ is 1 − 1/k. By Lemma 2, i0 receives at
most k − 1 type 3 charges, and each such charge is at most
π(i0,1) = wi0 . This concludes the proof. �

THE EXPONENTIAL CAPACITY ALGORITHM in every
step schedules the job j that maximizes π(j, qj ) = wj ·
αqj −1, which is the capacity function we use in the analy-
sis; α < 1 is a parameter that we specify later.

In fact, the constant α depends on k, seemingly mak-
ing EXPONENTIAL CAPACITY ALGORITHM semi-online.
However, the α(k) we use is an increasing function of k,
and the algorithm can be made fully online by using the
value α(k∗) in each step, where k∗ is the maximum pro-
cessing time among all jobs released up to that step. Let π∗
denote the capacity function defined by α(k∗). As π∗ only
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increases as time goes on, it is straightforward to observe
that the algorithm can be analyzed using the final values of
k∗ and π∗.

Theorem 1 The EXPONENTIAL CAPACITY ALGORITHM

is (3 + o(1))k/ ln k-competitive.

Proof As before, we use the general charging scheme. Let
us define the proper value of α(k) now: α(k) = 1 − c2 ·
lnk/k, where c = 1 − ε for arbitrarily small ε > 0. The al-
gorithm is clearly α-monotone.

To prove validity it suffices to prove that pαp−1 ≥ 1 for
all p ≤ k, as this implies wj/pj ≤ wjα

pj −1 ≤ π(j, qj ).
Note that π(j, qj ) = wj/f (qj ), where f (x) ≡ xαx−1. Thus
to prove validity it is enough to exhibit that f (x) ≥ 1 for
x ∈ {1,2, . . . , k}. This holds because of the following claim,
which we prove at the end of this proof.

f (x) ≥ 1 for 1 ≤ x ≤ k

c2 lnk
, (4)

f (x) ≥ ln k for
k

c2 ln k
< x ≤ k. (5)

Now we turn to bounding the charges any job can receive.
Suppose that the algorithm schedules job h at time t , and let
j be any job pending at t . Let i0 be the first job completed
by the algorithm from time t + 1 on. Then, by (4) and (5),
the algorithm’s monotonicity, and the choice of π ,

wj/pj ≤ wjα
pj −1 ≤ π

(
j, qj (t)

) ≤ π
(
h,qh(t)

)

≤ π(i0,1) = wi0 . (6)

Now we bound the total charge of type 3 any job i0 can
receive. Let J denote the set of job units that are type 3
charged to i0. For each (j, b) ∈ J the charge from it is
wj/pj , while wjα

pj −1 ≤ wi0 , by (6). Therefore, wj/pj ≤
wi0/(pjα

pj −1) = wi0/f (pj ). Recall that for every p ≤ k

the number of (j, b) ∈ J such that pj ≤ p is at most p − 1
by Lemma 2. Applying this for p = k/(c2 lnk) and p = k,
as well as using (4) and (5), we get

∑

(j,b)∈J

1/f (pj ) ≤ k

c2 lnk
+ k

ln k
= k

lnk

(

1 + 1

c2

)

.

Putting things together, each job i0 completed by the al-
gorithm receives a type 1 charge of at most wi0 . By Lemma 1
for ρ = α, it can receive at most wi0k/c2 lnk type 2 charges
in total. And we have just shown that type 3 charges are, for
large k, at most wi0(1 + 1/c2)k/ ln k in total. Together, this
is

wi0

((
1 + 2/c2) · k/ ln k + 1

) = wi0

(
3 + o(1)

) · k/ ln k.

It remains to prove the claims (4) and (5). To this end
let us first observe that for every constant c < 1 and large

enough x,

(

1 − c

x

)x

≥ 1

e
, (7)

as for x tending to infinity the left-hand side tends to
e−c > e−1.

Clearly f (1) = 1, and if k is sufficiently large, then,
by (7),

f (k) = k

(

1 − c2 ln k

k

)k−1

= k

(

1 − c2 ln k

k

) k
c ln k

(k−1) c ln k
k

≥ k

(
1

e

)(k−1) c ln k
k

= k · kc(1−k)/k = k(1−ε+kε)/k

≥ ln k.

Now we observe that the sequence (f (x))kx=1 is non-
decreasing for x ≤ k/(c2 lnk) and decreasing for x >

k/(c2 ln k). For this we analyze the ratio f (x)/f (x − 1) =
αx/(x − 1), and see that it is at least 1 if and only if
x ≤ k/(c2 ln k). Inequalities (4) and (5) follow. This com-
pletes the proof. �

4.2 Lower bound

Ting (2008) showed that the competitive ratio of any deter-
ministic algorithm in this setting is at least k/(2 lnk) − 1.
We improve this bound to k/ ln k − o(1).

Lemma 3 For any deterministic algorithm the competitive
ratio is at least k/ lnk − o(1). In particular, it is at least
k/ lnk − 0.06 for k ≥ 16.

Proof For convenience denote R = k/ lnk, r = �R�−1, and
assume k ≥ 16. Fix any deterministic algorithm and con-
sider the following instance, depicted in Fig. 4. At time 0,
the adversary releases a big job B with weight wB = R,
processing time k, and deadline k, as well as a small job A1

with weight, processing time, and deadline all 1. Moreover,
at each moment 0 ≤ t ≤ k − 1, if the algorithm scheduled
only job B in [0, t), then the adversary releases a tight job
At+1 of unit processing time at time t , and does not release
any new job otherwise. The jobs At have weights:

w(At) :=
{

1 if t < R,

et/R−1 if t ≥ R.

Note that job At is released at time t − 1.
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Fig. 4 The construction of the lower bound

If the algorithm schedules a job At0 with t0 < R, then the
adversary schedules job B and the ratio is R.

If the algorithm schedules a job At0 with t0 ≥ R, then
the adversary schedules all jobs At for t = 1, . . . , t0. The
adversary’s gain is

�R� − 1 +
t0∑

t=�R�
et/R−1 = r +

t0∑

t=r+1

et/R−1

≥ r +
∫ t0

r

et/R−1 dt

= r + [
Ret/R−1]t0

r

= r − Rer/R−1 + Ret0/R−1, (8)

where the inequality follows from monotonicity of the func-
tion et/R−1.

We introduce a function f defined as follows:

f (R, r) ≡ r − Rer/R−1,

and rewrite (8) as

�R� − 1 +
t0∑

t=�R�
et/R−1 ≥ f (R, r) + Ret0/R−1

= f (R, r) + Rw(At0). (9)

So the adversary gain is at least k/ lnk times the algo-
rithm’s gain plus f (R, r). Later we will prove that while
f (R, r) is negative, it tends to 0 as k grows.

If the algorithm schedules job B , gaining k/ ln k, the ad-
versary schedules all k jobs At from t = 0 to k − 1. In that
case, by (9), its gain is at least

f (R, r) + Rek/R−1 = f (R, r) + Reln k−1

= f (R, r) + R · k/e,

and we need it to be more than f (R, r) + Rw(B) =
f (R, r)+R2. This is true if e ≤ ln k which holds for k ≥ ee ,
in particular when k ≥ 16.

Now we analyze the function f (R, r). Recall that R =
k/ lnk and r = �R� − 1, so in particular R − r ∈ (0,1]. As
ex ≥ 1 + x and both sides converge to 1 as x tends to 0, we
have

f (R, r) = r − Rer/R−1 ≤ r − R · r

R
= 0,

and f (R, r) tends to 0 as k grows.
We note that f is decreasing in R and increasing in r .

Hence we introduce another function

g(R) ≡ f (R,R − 1),

and note that g is increasing in R, and that for all k,

f (R, r) ≥ g(R).

Therefore for k > 21,

f (R, r) ≥ g(8) > −0.06,

while for k = 16,17, . . . ,21 one can easily check that

f (R, r) ≥ −0.06

as well.
As the algorithm’s gain is (w.l.o.g.) at least 1, f (R, r)

divided by that gain is at least f (R, r), which concludes the
proof. �

5 Almost identical processing times

In this section we consider instances where each job has an
arbitrary weight, and a processing time no less than l and
no greater than k. We develop a constant-competitive deter-
ministic algorithm for the case when l/k is a constant. In
particular, that algorithm is 5-competitive in the case when
l = k, for which we also give a lower bound of 3

√
3/2.

5.1 Upper bound

THE CONSERVATIVE ALGORITHM: At every step execute
the pending job which maximizes the capacity π(j, qj ) =
x−qj /pj · wj . The parameter x > 1 may depend on l/k.

Theorem 2 The CONSERVATIVE ALGORITHM with pa-
rameter x is (1 + x/(1 − x−l/k))-competitive, where k and l

denote, respectively, the maximum and minimum processing
time of the jobs.
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Fig. 5 The (sub)intervals as used by the charging procedure

Proof The proof is based on a charging scheme, slightly dif-
ferent from the general charging scheme of Sect. 2. It can
still be viewed as a variant of that charging scheme, in which
whole jobs are charged from rather than individual job units,
and special care is taken to prevent charges of type 3.

Fix some instance. Consider the jobs scheduled by the al-
gorithm and jobs scheduled by the adversary. Without loss
of generality we assume that the adversary completes every
job that he starts, and that he completes them in the EARLI-
EST DEADLINE FIRST order. To simplify the argument, we
assume that ties between deadlines are broken in an arbitrary
way.

We also assume without loss of generality that whenever
the algorithm has no pending jobs at the very beginning of
some step, the adversary will release no further jobs until
he has no pending jobs as well for at least one step. This
partitions the sequence into independent phases in a natural
way. From now on we analyze a single phase.

Every job j scheduled by the adversary, that is also com-
pleted by the algorithm, is charged to itself. From now on
we ignore such jobs, and focus on the remaining ones.

All jobs scheduled by the adversary will be charged to
some jobs completed by the algorithm, in such a way that
job i completed by the algorithm receives a charge of at most
wix/(1 − x−l/k) in total.

For convenience we renumber the jobs completed by
the algorithm from 1 to n, such that the completion times
are ordered C1 < · · · < Cn. Also, we let C0 = 0. For ev-
ery i = 1, . . . , n we divide [Ci−1,Ci) further into subin-
tervals. Let ai = �(Ci − Ci−1)/ l�. The first subinterval
is [Ci−1,Ci − (ai − 1)l). The remaining subintervals are
[Ci − (b + 1)l,Ci − bl) for every b = ai − 2, . . . ,0. We la-
bel every subinterval I with a pair (b, i) such that I =
[s,Ci − bl) for s = max{Ci−1,Ci − (b + 1)l}. The division
of intervals and their numbering is illustrated in Fig. 5.

The charging is done by the following procedure, which
maintains for every interval [s, t) a set of jobs P that are
started before t by the adversary and that are not yet charged
to any job of the algorithm.

Initially P = ∅.
For all subintervals [s, t) as defined above in left to
right order, do

– Let (b, i) be the label of the subinterval.
– Add to P all jobs started by the adversary in [s, t).

– If P is not empty, then remove from P the job j

with the smallest deadline and charge it to i. Mark
[s, t) with j .

– If P is empty, then leave [s, t) unmarked.
– Denote by Pt the current content of P .

Lemma 4 For every subinterval [s, t), all jobs j ∈ Pt are
still pending for the algorithm at time t .

Proof Assume that Pt is not empty, and let j be the earliest-
deadline job in Pt .

First we claim that there is a time s0 ≤ rj such that every
subinterval contained in [s0, t) is marked with some job j ′
such that rj ′ ≥ s0 and dj ′ < dj .

Indeed, let s0 be the minimal starting point of any subin-
terval in this phase such that all the subintervals contained
in [s0, t) are marked with some job j ′ satisfying dj ′ < dj .
Note that s0 exists since t is a candidate.

Suppose that s0 is the beginning of the phase or the subin-
terval that ends at s0 is unmarked. Then j and all the jobs
j ′ that mark the subintervals contained in [s0, t) were not
released before s0.

In the opposite case, the subinterval that ends at s0 is
marked with a job j ′′ such that dj ′′ > dj . Thus rj ≥ s0 and
all the jobs j ′ marking the subintervals contained in [s0, t)

also satisfy rj ′ ≥ s0, since otherwise one of them would be
selected instead of j ′′ by the marking procedure before. That
proves the claim.

Now let M be the set of jobs charged during all subinter-
vals in [s0, t). We claim that the adversary completes all jobs
in M before he completes j . To prove this claim, we start by
renumbering the subintervals in [s0, t) with 1,2, . . . , n. Each
subinterval has length at most l, and each job in M has pro-
cessing time at least l. And by the marking procedure, for
all m ≤ n the adversary starts at least m jobs from M in the
first m subintervals. Thus, since jobs in M have deadlines
smaller than dj by the previous claim, the adversary com-
pletes them all before j due to the EARLIEST DEADLINE

FIRST order.
Since the adversary completes j , its deadline satisfies

dj ≥ s0 + |M |l + pj . On the other hand, as the subinter-
vals have length at most l, we have t ≤ s0 + |M |l. There-
fore dj − t ≥ pj , which shows that j is still pending for the
algorithm at t . �

Lemma 5 Let [s, t) be a subinterval with label (b, i) and
j a job pending for the algorithm at some time t0 ∈ [s, t).
Then wj ≤ x1−bl/kwi .

Proof Let u = Ci and let yt0, yt0+1, . . . , yu−1 be the respec-
tive priorities of the job units scheduled in [t0, u). Clearly,
the algorithm is x−1/k-monotone, i.e., yt ′ ≤ x−1/kyt ′+1 for
every t ′ ∈ [t0, u).
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Note that yu−1 = x−1/pi wi ≤ x−1/kwi since i completes
at u. As the capacity of j at time t0 is at least x−1wj and
u − t0 ≥ bl,

x−1wj ≤ π
(
j, qj (t0)

) ≤ yt0 ≤ x−(u−1−t0)/kyu−1

≤ x−(u−t0)/kwi = x−(u−t0)/ l·l/kwi ≤ x−bl/kwi,

where the third inequality is due to the x−1/k-monotonicity
of the algorithm. �

This lemma permits us to bound the total charge of a job i

completed by the algorithm. Let a = �(Ci −Ci−1)/ l�. Then
i gets at most one charge of weight at most x1−bl/kwi for
every b = a − 1, . . . ,0. Summing the bounds shows that the
charge that job i receives is bounded by

wi

∞∑

b=0

x1−bl/k = wix

1 − x−l/k
,

plus one possible self-charge of weight wi .
At time t = Cn the algorithm is idle, so Pt = ∅ by

Lemma 4. Therefore all jobs scheduled by the adversary
have been charged to some job of the algorithm, and this
completes the proof. �

It is straightforward to check that for a given l/k ra-
tio, the value of x that minimizes our upper bound on the
competitive ratio of CONSERVATIVE ALGORITHM is x =
(1 + l/k)k/l . Using that value yields ratio 1 + (1 + k/l)(1 +
l/k)k/l ≤ 1 + e(1 + k/l). When no information on l/k is
available in advance, one possible choice of the parameter is
x = e, which is the limit of the optimum values of x as l/k

tends to zero.
For the important special case of identical processing

times (i.e., l = k), the optimum value of x is 2. It yields
the following bound.

Corollary 1 The CONSERVATIVE ALGORITHM with pa-
rameter x = 2 is 5-competitive when all the jobs have the
same processing time.

5.2 Lower bound

In this section we present a relevant lower bound, in which
all the jobs have exactly the same processing times. Pre-
cisely, we analyze the lower bound construction of Chan
et al. (2004). They proved it forces ratio 2.59, and we im-
prove this to 3

2 · √
3 ≈ 2.598. We remark that this is the

threshold value of competitive ratio that can be forced with
that construction.

Theorem 3 Any deterministic online algorithm for the
equal processing time variant with l = k ≥ 2 has compet-
itive ratio at least 3

2 · √3 ≈ 2.598.

Proof We describe the adversary’s strategy for k = 2 only,
as it can be easily adapted to larger values of k. Every job
j will be tight, i.e., dj = rj + pj = rj + 2. We specify the
set of jobs completed by the adversary once the sequence is
finished, and only describe job releases for the time being.
We also assume that when there are pending jobs with posi-
tive weights, ALG will process one of them, and that it will
never process a job with non-positive weight.

Initially (t = 0) the adversary releases a job with weight
x0 = 1. In every step t > 0 the adversary releases a job with
weight xt that we specify later, unless the algorithm has al-
ready completed one job (the one with weight xt−2). In that
case the adversary releases no job at time t and the sequence
is finished. The adversary completes every other job starting
from the last one, for a total gain of

Xt−1 = xt−1 + xt−3 + · · · + xb+2 + xb,

where b = t − 1 mod 2, while ALG’s gain is only xt−2.
Now we describe the sequence xi that forces ratio at least

R = 3
2

√
3 − ε for an arbitrarily small ε > 0. As we later

prove, there is a non-positive element xi0 in the sequence,
so, by previous assumptions, the algorithm completes some
job released before the step i0.

If ALG completes a job released in step t , the ratio is

Rt = Xt+1

xt

= Xt+1

Xt − Xt−2
,

assuming X−2 = X−1 = 0. As we want to force ratio R, we
let Rt = R, i.e.,

Xt+1 = R(Xt − Xt−2)

for each t > 0. Note that this defines the sequence xi , as
xi = Xi − Xi−2.

Now we introduce a sequence {si}i≥0:

si ≡ R(1 − Xi−1/Xi+1).

We prove that there exists an i such that si ≤ 0, which im-
plies that there exists an i0 such that xi0 ≤ 0.

Assume for contradiction that si > 0 for all i. Under the
assumption we prove by induction that {si}i≥0 is a decreas-
ing sequence. Observe that

Xi = R(Xi−1 − Xi−3) = Xi−1 · R
(

1 − Xi−3

Xi−1

)

= Xi−1 · si−2,

which implies

si = R

(

1 − 1

si−1si−2

)

. (10)
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It follows from (10) that s0 = R, s1 = R − 1/R, and s2 =
R(R2 − 2)/(R2 − 1). In particular s0 > s1 > s2 > 0, which
establishes the induction basis.

For the inductive step observe that

si+1 − si = R

(
1

si−1si−2
− 1

sisi−1

)

= R · si − si−2

sisi−1si−2
< 0,

since, by induction hypothesis, si−2 > si−1 > si .
As the sequence {si}i≥0 is positive and decreasing, it con-

verges to inf si = g ≥ 0. Then, by (10),

g = R

(

1 − 1

g2

)

,

or, equivalently,

P(g) = g3 − Rg2 + R = 0.

Since R = 3
2

√
3 − ε, the discriminant of P , 4R2(R2 − 27

4 ),
is negative, so P has a single real root. This sole root lies
in (−1,0), as P(−1) = −1 and P(0) = R > 0. Thus g < 0,
a contradiction. �

6 Note on randomized algorithms

As we noted in the introduction, there is a O(1)-competitive
randomized online algorithm for the variant of unit weight
jobs of arbitrary processing times (Kalyanasundaram and
Pruhs 2003), but when the jobs have arbitrary weights and
processing times at most k, the competitive ratio becomes
Ω(

√
log k/ log logk) (Canetti and Irani 1998). The same pa-

per gives an O(log k)-competitive randomized algorithm for
a more restricted setting with tight jobs only. Using the well-
known “classify and randomly select” paradigm (Awerbuch
et al. 1994) and our CONSERVATIVE ALGORITHM, we gen-
eralize the latter result as follows.

Corollary 2 Using the CONSERVATIVE ALGORITHM and
the “classify and randomly select” paradigm yields a
7.75�logk�-competitive randomized algorithm for the vari-
ant with jobs with processing time bounded by k and arbi-
trary weights and deadlines.

Proof Given k, the upper bound on processing times, one
can proceed as follows. Divide the interval [1, k] into subin-
tervals I0, I1, . . . , I�logk�, defined by Ij ≡ [2j ,2j+1). Select
one of these subintervals uniformly at random and denote
it I ∗. Denote the set of jobs with processing times from I ∗
by J . Use the CONSERVATIVE ALGORITHM for scheduling
jobs from J and ignore all other jobs. As the ratio of mini-
mum to maximum processing time in J is at least 1/2, the

CONSERVATIVE ALGORITHM is 7.75-competitive with re-
spect to the optimum on J . In turn, the expected optimum
on J is at least 1/(1 +�logk�) of the optimum on the whole
instance, due to our random choice of I ∗. �

7 Conclusion

It remains open to determine the best competitive ratio a de-
terministic algorithm can achieve for the equal processing
time model. Even for k = 1 the question is not completely
answered.

Much less is known about randomized algorithms. When
one considers jobs with processing time bounded by k and
no further restrictions, there is a huge gap between the lower
bound of Ω(

√
log k/ log logk) (Canetti and Irani 1998) and

the O(logk) upper bound we demonstrated. We are also not
aware of any work on randomized algorithms for the variant
of jobs with identical processing times (greater than one)
and arbitrary weights and deadlines.
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